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Cities in the future

 The interweaved city – a 

mixture of functions

 The company without office 

space

 The new nomads travelling 

from oasis to oasis

 The work day and leisure 

day as a long fractal route



New era new Zeistgeist: 

Futurisme

 From Retro – knitting, baking, growing your own 

herbs and vegetables since 2008

 To Futurisme:

 New thinking and perspective 

 New optimism

 Belief in the future 

 New digital structures and new technology will 

give growth and prosperity in society and in  

companies in the future



The new scarce good:

The new luxury

 Time: Decoupling, disconnection, having time for 
yourself

 Attention and peace and quietness 
 A luxury to be free of mass media, internet and cell phones

 Full attention to somebody present

 Space and room
 Goodbye to monkey-class, traffic jam on freeways, simplifying 

your life, back to nature

 Nature and a sense of cleanness: Clean air, clean water, 
food without poison

 Safety – cell phone safety, personal integrity etc.

 ….but in the shadow of the new Zeitgeist



Moore than 7 billion 

people 



The world population: 

Changing shape



Population in 

cities or suburban areas 
in billions

1970 1990 2005 2015 2030

World 1.160 2.280 3.170 3.860 4.990

Asia

China

480

144

1.010

320

1.550

530

1.980

690

2.660

870

US 170 210 270 300 350

Europe 410 520 530 540 550



The new 

middle classes

approx. 2,5 billions 

 Africa

 US

 India 

 China

 Vietnam

 Thailand

 EU (East)

 Turkey

 Mexico

 East-Afrika



The growing Global 

Middle Class 2030

Source : OECD – Homi Kharas



India’s high-tech centre



Globalization 2.0

 Outsourcing knowledge work and workers

 Specialized engineers, researchers, scientists, 

mathematicians and financial wiz kids

 Creativity

 White collar sweat shops:

 Digital retouch in Dacca

 Why? – cheaper and closer to the markets 

 We have to survive and thrive at the skills and 

technologies, where we are better that the rest of 

the world and possesses better market knowledge



Industrial Manufacturing 

the US still comes first



Kilde:The Economist, sept. 2th, 2014



The world economy will 

continue to grow



THE PRICE OF OIL





New lines of conflict

 USA – China; EU – China; China – India, Russia – EU/US

 EU – USA or a trade agreement and possible reunion

 Russia's new role – more than covert invasions, energy 

hostage taking or blackmailing? 

 The rising star: Africa – but where in Africa?

 South America – Brazil…., Mexico….. 

 EU as a united player on the global scene?

 What about UK now and the former Euro crises? 

 Could be either the start of a break up of EU or the 

path to unity



European Population Growth

The Silver Tsunami

Population Growth



Health – a global trend

 Becoming richer and richer

 Our body in a runaway world – the new 

consumption

 Health as an important issue at many agendas 

 Family: Food diet, exercise, lifestyle – optimizing 

your health

 Public services – first class improvements wanted

 Shopping arenas – incorporated in the setup

 At work – avoid accidents and keep us fit and 

healthy
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Disruptive technology







…Self driving Trucks and 

Lorries
75% of all vehicles automatic in 2040 (Wired)





The digital revolution 

version 3.0 

• We are in the middle of a real digital revolution 

that changes the way we work, produce and 

communicate in a new digital society

• Digital structure and software has become a 

basic part of peoples lives and  public and 

privates companies

• A essential infrastructure in daily life like water 

and electricity

• Your chances of succeeding depends very 

much on your digital capacity



New Technology 

Three steps

A: Doing the old in at new way 

Combustion engine instead of a steam engine

Computers calculating large mathematic formulas

B: Doing something new that was prior not possible

Cars and a Lorries, Word processers, PC, spreadsheet, 

photos, the Internet, video, automation, production robots

C: Society change

Suburbs, New distribution of the manufacturing process, 

Globalization

Robots – artificial intelligence, 3D printers, New ways of 

manufacturing 



There’s an app for that 

 On- demand services and economy is growing 

rapidly  in private home, medical sectors and  in 

companies 

 Demand and assistance when and when ever it 

fits you as a company or private person

 Uber,  my-clean, Airbnb,  Amazones Mechanic 

Turk – all kind of services from product, semi-

skilled to highly skilled personal services 

 Quantify yourself  



Time to marked and 

innovations

 Speeding up the R&D Process
 But how fast can we get?

 Parallel processing – Case: ZARA
 3-4 weeks from spotting trends to products hitting 

shop shelves

 Getting on the customers pocket, smartphone 
or body 

 Integration end user behavior in the product

 Getting access to users and customers  
mindsets





Globalization 3.0

 Automation, robots and higher efficiency in 

production lines in

 We will still manufacture goods in the US and in EU 

 Less and less work costs in the final cost of the 

goods

 New technology replacing man power – but also 

assuring industrial jobs and the manufacturing 

industry in the future

 Globalized lines of production with critical parts being 

made in Europa and the US



New criticism

r > g

The rate of return on capital is generally 

higher than the rate of economic growth

 “Capital” is built on more than a decade of 

research by Mr Piketty. 

 The evolution of inequality since the beginning 

of the industrial revolution. 

 Private wealth dwarfed national income. Only 

the chaos of the first and second world wars 

and the Depression disrupted this pattern. 

 But the shocks of the early 20th century have 

faded and wealth is now reasserting itself.





USA Government Bond 

yield in the last 200 years

 Low interest 

rates are 

here to stay

 15 years 

ahead and 

even longer

 Alternative 

investments 

to get a 

higher return



Risk and business

 Return on passive investments hard to secure

 Higher risks will be taken by investors

 A more risk seeking business approach will 

emerge in the future

 You are in the risk aversion business

 But you come late in the value chain – long after 

the risk have been taken!

 You can have a thriving business – if you good 

at doing what you do!



Recycling 

and cradle to cradle

 Coming to a city near you!

 Green roofs and green walls

 But the real interesting idea is the reuse of 

buildings by reusing all the materials from a 

demolished building

 Concrete is not CO2 neutral – so reuse can 

“green” the image of concrete

 It makes recovery more complicated as we will 

have to recycle or even reuse all component





Who eats who?

Darwin:
Survival of the fittest

Size is not important and it 
is not always good to be 
fast

Managers plays a vital role 
in keeping the company fit
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